what is CoLab?

CoLab is a course of programming that leads youth through the exploration of process-based art as they share their voices and ideas with their community. Youth start by exploring painting, sculpture, video, animation, or sound and find a path for using these modes of expression to provide meaningful, collaborative service in response to a local need. CoLab gives youth the power to work collaboratively and creatively while developing their unique voices in afterschool.

Part 1
Use PRYSM Processed-Based Arts curriculum to guide youth in your program through creative art exploration.

Part 2
Use Collaborative Service through the Arts curriculum to guide youth in your program to brainstorm a community need, collaborate with an Oregon arts organization to design an arts-based response, make a plan, complete the service, reflect and exhibit the project.

Parts 1 & 2: Connect with an arts organization to learn more about engaging and serving a community through art. OregonASK will be there with you along the way for support, resources, guidance, and encouragement.

Join us at oregonask.org